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Introduction 

In September 2012, I started my research work with microbial fuel cells (MFCs) in the 

Wastewater Treatment Biotechnology Research Group led by Dr. Gábor Tardy. A year later, 

along with my research partner Máté Lóka, we won 1st prize in the Student Scientific Conferenc 

of the faculty with this topic. This led to my doctoral program and finally to my PhD thesis, 

which means that the scientific results presented in my dissertation is the outcome of nine years 

of work. 

At the beginning of my doctoral program, I set three basic goals related to the development of 

microbial fuel cells: 

I. One of the major obstacles of the widespread industrial application of microbial fuel cells is 

the high market price of structural materials such as platinum-based cathode catalyst and ion 

exchange membranes used as a selective diffusion barrier. Therefore, the study of the 

applicability of a special mesoporous nitrogen-doped carbon aerogel as an alternative catalyst 

for the oxygen reduction reaction was my first major objective. The aerogel was developed by 

the Department of Physical Chemistry and Materials Science at Budapest University of 

Technology and Economics. My long-term goal was to prove the usability of cheaper, yet 

efficient cathode catalysts, and thereby reduce the investment costs of MFCs and facilitate the 

application of this technology. 

II. Based on the literature, one of the potential applications of microbial fuel cells is 

decentralized wastewater treatment, thus I aimed to create a compact scaled-up MFC unit made 

of cost-effective structural materials, which may allow the creation of on-site wastewater 

treatment systems in the future. As Hungary has a strong food industry and the importance of 

smaller manufactures (craft breweries and cheese factories, family wineries, etc.) is growing, I 

planned to test the MFC modules with high-strength dairy wastewater. My long-term goal was 

to offer an innovative technological solution to industrial emitters to treat or pre-treat their 

wastewater in accordance with legal requirements before discharge. 

III. Since the most promising application of microbial fuel cells is the biosensoric use, the focus 

of my research has been the development of MFC based biosensors. I aimed to study the kinetics 

of the exoelectrogenic biodegradation of non-toxic biodegradable substrates, and based on the 

results, I started the development of an MFC biosensor suitable for the measurement of 

biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) and a measurement method adapted to this sensor. Finally, 

my goal was to test this measurement procedure with model substrates and real wastewater 

samples. The long-term goal of this work is to create a simple, reliable and fast MFC-based 

BOD biosensor that can be a potential alternative to the currently used respirometric 

measurement methods. 

  



Background 

Microbial Fuel Cells (MFCs) are a special bioreactors that can convert the chemical energy 

stored in biodegradable organic compounds directly into electrical energy using the so-called 

exoelectric microbes. This technology has drawn exponentially growing scientific interest over 

the past decade due to its numerous potential applications. MFC-based solutions offer new 

perspectives in bioelectricity generation, wastewater treatment and even in the field of 

biosensors. The principle of MFCs is the ability of exoelectrogenic microbes to transfer 

electrons from the regeneration of their reduced coenzymes to the surface of solid-phase 

electron acceptors in an anaerobic environment. In a microbial fuel cell, this surface is the 

anode, from which the electrons are transported to the cathode through an external circuit [1]. 

On the cathode surface the reduction of the terminal electron acceptor (TEA - typically O2) 

takes place. Thus, MFCs serve to spatially separate the last of the consecutive steps of the 

respiratory electron transport chain (namely the reduction of TEA) facilitating to harvest 

bioelectricity in the external circuit of the MFC directly from biodegradation. We can connect 

measuring devices or a resistor to the external circuit, so the bioelectricity provided by the 

microbial fuel cell can be measured and utilized. 

When an MFC is connected to a circuit, it can be characterized by the following four important 

parameters: the value of the maximum voltage generated in the cell in case of an open circuit, 

the maximum power delivered by the cell, the internal resistance of the cell, and the Coulombic 

efficiency (CE). The latter value shows the maximum percentage of electrons that can be 

recovered through the external circuit during the oxidation of the organic components of the 

nutrient solution. Since it is cardinal to know how much electrical energy can be extracted from 

the system using a unit of organic substrate, CE is of great importance. 

Fuel cells consisting of an anode and a cathode compartment separated by an ion exchange 

membrane are called “dual chamber or double-chambered” MFCs. The so-called H-type MFC 

is also a version of dual chamber cells, which were used several times during my experiments. 

These cells are generally made of glass or plastics and may have an internal volume from a few 

microliters up to hundreds of liters [2]. The anode and the cathode chamber is filled with 

aqueous solution, the cathode chamber is typically actively aerated to replenish the dissolved 

oxygen crucial for oxygen reduction reaction, and the membrane that serves as a selective 

diffusion barrier is located at the junction of the two half-cells. 

Microbial fuel cells with a single electrode chamber (also known as air-cathode MFCs) do not 

have cathode compartment and an aerated cathode solution. The anode chamber is usually 

connected to a porous conductive material separated by a proton exchange membrane, and the 

oxygen is replenished from the air by diffusion. Air-cathode MFC systems are very popular due 

to their advantageous characteristics: typically they have lower internal resistance, higher power 

values and do not require active aeration (bubbling). Accordingly, the highest net energy gain 

can be achieved with this type of MFC. For these reasons, air-cathode type MFC systems are 

considered to be the most sustainable and efficient [3].  

One of the biggest barriers to the widespread use of microbial fuel cells is the high market price 

of structural materials. Only few studies have provided accurate cost analysis of the created 

MFCs, but in general, the separators (usually an ion exchange membrane) and the electrode 

materials (especially catalysts) proved to be the most costly [4]. Based on this, one of the 

potential research directions is the development of efficient, yet inexpensive membrane and 

electrode materials. 

[1] Kumar, R., Singh, L., Wahid, Z. A., & Din, M. F. M. (2015). Exoelectrogens in microbial fuel cells toward bioelectricity generation: A review. 
International Journal of Energy Research, 39(8), 1048–1067. DOI: 10.1002/er.3305 
[2] Flimban, S. G. A., Ismail, I. M. I., Kim, T., & Oh, S. E. (2019). Overview of recent advancements in the microbial fuel cell from fundamentals to 
applications: Design, major elements, and scalability. Energies, 12(17), 3390. DOI: .3390/en12173390 
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Engineering and Management Journal, 17(7), 1531–1544. 
[4] Ge, Z., & He, Z. (2016). Long-term performance of a 200 liter modularized microbial fuel cell system treating municipal wastewater: Treatment, 
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The addition of heteroatoms has proven to be an effective method to improve the 

electrocatalytic performance of carbon-based cathodes. Heteroatoms can modify physical and 

chemical properties even at very low concentrations, and their catalytic activity originates from 

the altered electron distribution of their environment. Depending on the amount and ratio of 

different heteroatoms, specific electron structures can be achieved, and as a result, the number 

of surface active sites can be highly increased leading to improved surface electron transfer 

during the oxygen reduction reaction. Nitrogen is a versatile heteroatom that also affects the 

hydrophobic/hydrophilic properties of carbon materials and plays an important role in 

improving catalytic activity [5]. 

Because of their high specific surface area, porous carbons have a fundamentally favorable 

effect on surface-bound reactions. Due to their highly porous amorphous structure, the so-called 

carbon aerogels are particularly suitable for catalyzing the reduction of oxygen in both MFCs 

and conventional fuel cells. They can be prepared by several methods, but the most common is 

the so-called sol-gel technique, in which various monomers are copolymerized and then 

carbonized at high temperatures under nitrogen atmosphere. The proportion of different 

monomers can affect the final structure of the aerogel, and the addition of heteroatom-

containing monomers (e.g., urea, melamine, and L-lysine) can impart even more favorable 

electrocatalytic properties. Based on the literature, heteroatom modified carbon aerogels are 

promising alternative catalysts suitable for catalyzing the oxygen reduction reaction on the 

cathode surface of microbial fuel cells. In addition, due to their favorable price and long-term 

stability, these materials may even replace platinum-based catalysts. An aerogel with 

mesoporous structure and high nitrogen heteroatom content (N ~ 4 m/m%) [5] developed at the 

Department of Physical Chemistry and Materials Science at BME was investigated as cathode 

catalyst it in H-type MFCs. 

By the application of microbial fuel cells (independently or in combination with other 

technologies), domestic and industrial wastewaters of various origins can be treated. Beside the 

removal of organic carbon content, nitrogen and phosphorus forms can also be removed using 

appropriate MFC based technological solutions [6]. In addition, N- and P-deficient waste 

streams with high-organic carbon content can be handled with MFCs. Microbial fue cells have 

several advantageous properties (low biomass yield, no need of aeration in case of air-cathode 

cells, production of bioelectricity), making it a promising alternative to the currently used 

activated sludge process. This technology may even play a pioneering role in the 

decentralization of residential wastewater treatment [7], as modular designs allow the flexible 

resizing of a given system to suit actual needs. Among industrial sources, small plants often use 

the public sewer system to discharge their raw wastewater. Because of the discharge limits, 

high-strength effluents of food industry often require some form of on-site pre-treatment. On 

the basis of the growing number of small food companies in Hungary, I decided to investigate 

the applicability of MFC-based units for the treatment of dairy wastewater with typically high 

organic matter content. 

The dynamically expanding biosensor market offers good opportunities for numerous emerging 

technologies, including MFC-based biosensors. Based on the results so far, MFCs can be well 

applicable in the field of ecotoxicology, agriculture and wastewater analysis. Their 

advantageous properties include the portability, simple construction and handling, and the 

ability to monitor various parameters in situ with a relatively short response time. 
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Microbial fuel cell-based sensors are whole-cell biosensors since they use exoelectrogenic 

microorganisms as bioreceptors. They can be used to determine a number of parameters, 

including the concentration of volatile fatty acids, dissolved oxygen, toxic components, 

chemical oxygen demand (COD) and biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) [8]. A major 

advantage of this technology is that the product of exoelectrogenic metabolism is the electrons 

from biodegradation, so no complicated transducers (such as photoelectron multiplier in case 

of optical sensors) are required to generate an electrical signal that is easy to measure and 

register. 

Biochemical oxygen demand (BOD [mg O2 L
-1]) is defined as the amount of dissolved oxygen 

required for bacterial aerobic oxidation of organic matter in a sample. Measuring BOD is 

common in the wastewater industry and in ecotoxicology, but the standardized respirometric 

method for its determination has a number of disadvantages. It requires skilled labor, laboratory 

equipment and chemicals, the measurement time is long (usually 5 days - BOD5), and the 

relative standard deviation of parallel measurements is high, sometimes as high as 20% [9]. 

That is why several research groups are working on the development of MFC-based BOD 

biosensors. 

During the commonly used continuous measurement method, a sample is pumped through the 

anode chamber of the MFC with a given flowrate. As a result, an equillibrium substrate 

concentration is maintained inside the the cell depending on the BOD content of the sample, 

which determines the rate of the exoelectrogenic metabolism and thus the external voltage [10]. 

The BOD value of an unknown sample can be calculated from the “equillibrium voltage value” 

after calibration. Real samples, however, do not only contain dissolved readily biodegradable 

carbon sources: for instance wastewater also contains slowly biodegradable organic matter in 

the form of suspended solids. The microbial degradation of these compounds is a time-

consuming complex process including hydrolysis and subsequent biodegradation [10], which 

cannot be fully completed during the typically short hydraulic retention time of continuous 

MFC sensors. At the same time, in the case of continuous measurement the electrical signal is 

basically given by the exoelectrogenic degradation of dissolved readily biodegradable 

substrates, so the quantitative analysis of the organic matter content of complex samples 

containing slowly biodegradable suspended solids by this method can lead to false result. 

Aiming to provide an appropriate BOD determination method capable of measuring samples 

containing complex organic matter, MFC-based BOD biosensors with batch sampling and 

measuring method have been developed.  

Measurement methods 

The voltage measured at the external resistance of the fuel cells was recorded using a Graphtec 

midi logger GL840 multichannel oscilloscope at predetermined intervals, typically 5 min. 

The half-cell potentials of the MFCs against the Ag/AgCl reference electrode (XR300, 

Radiometer Analytical) were determined using an universal intelligent multimeter (Uni-Trend 

71-A). 

To determine the internal resistance and power of the cells, so-called polarization curves were 

prepared by measuring the voltage on the external circuit of the MFC at several different 

predefined (set by a helipot) external resistance values. 

Chemical oxygen demand (mg O2 L
-1) was determined according to international standards. 

The relevant Hungarian standard number of the measurement method is MSZ 260-16: 1982.The 

measurement of biochemical oxygen demand (mg O2 L
-1), similarly to COD, was performed 

according to international standards by conventional respirometric method. The number of the 

[8] Cui, Y., Lai, B., & Tang, X. (2019). Microbial fuel cell-based biosensors. Biosensors, 9(3), 92–110. DOI:10.3390/bios9030092 

[9] Jouanneau, S., Recoules, L., Durand, M. J., Boukabache, A., Picot, V., Primault, Y., Lakel, A., Sengelin, M., Barillon, B., & Thouand, G. (2014). 

Methods for assessing biochemical oxygen demand (BOD): A review. Water Research, 49(1), 62–82. DOI:10.1016/j.watres.2013.10.066 

[10] Do, M. H., Ngo, H. H., Guo, W., Chang, S. W., Nguyen, D. D., Liu, Y., Varjani, S., & Kumar, M. (2020). Microbial fuel cell-based biosensor for 

online monitoring wastewater quality: A critical review. Science of the Total Environment, 712, 135612. DOI:10.1016/j.scitotenv.2019.135612 



relevant Hungarian standard is MSZ EN 1899-2: 2000. Since the 5-days long BOI measurement 

(BOI5) is the most common in practice, I also measured this parameter with an OxiTop®-

Control manometric measuring system. 

As MFC biosensors (to measure BOIMFC), air-cathode type microbial fuel cells were used and 

a batch measurement method was developed during my work. A predetermined volume of 

sample was pipetted into the MFC. Exoelectrogenic microbes utilize the biodegradable 

substrates of the sample, and as a result, circa one order of magnitude higher voltage/current 

values can be measured on the external circuit compared to the endogenous metabolism of 

exoelectrogens. Having the substrates consumed, the electrical parameters of the cells return to 

the baseline. During the measurement, the charge (Q) flowing through the external circuit of 

the MFCs can be calculated, which is directly proportional to the number of electrons from the 

exoelectogenic biodegradation and thus to the organic matter content of the sample. After 

recording a calibration line, the BOIMFC value of a known sample could be determined from the 

charge. 

Results 

I. In an H-type microbial fuel cell, the mesoporous nitrogen-doped carbon-aerogel-based 

electrode coating was proved to be an effective cathode catalyst. Its application increased the 

maximum power density values of the MFC by an average of 170% (Fig. 1) compared to the 

catalyst-free cathode made of carbon felt, and also significantly reduced the internal resistance 

of the cell by nearly 40%. In addition, a positive effect on the Coulombic efficiency and 

substrate utilization rate was demonstrated. It increased the former by 50% and the latter by 

58%. Based on the results, it can be stated that the experimental material had significant 

electrocatalytic activity. Although its performance remained below the performance of 

platinum catalyst, the use of the aerogel may highly reduce the investment cost of microbial 

fuel cells. 

 

Figure 1.: Maximum poewer density values with different cathode catalyst and  cathode/anode volume ratio. 
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II. Two cost-effective (14 L net volume) wastewater treatment modules consisting of air-

cathode microbial fuel cells (Figure 2) were constructed, and the operating properties were 

tested with dairy wastewater containing 500 - 3830 mg COD L-1 organic matter. Based on the 

results, the developed units are able to comply with the Hungarian discharge limit value (110 

mg COD L-1) under ~ 0.2 kg COD m-3 day-1 organic matter load. However, in case of higher 

organic matter loads similar to the concentration values of real dairy effluents, these MFCs can 

be used for pre-treatment to meet the limit value of 1000 mg COD L-1 for discharge into the 

public sewer system. The hydraulic connection of the units offers additional possibilities, as the 

design of the reactors allows modular use. By connecting several units, a complex wastewater 

treatment system tailored to the needs of the user can be created, however, the investigation of 

these complex systems was not the subject of my work yet. 

 

Figure 2.: The two sclaed-up (14 L net volume) wastewater treatment module consisting of air-cathode MFCs 

III. The experiments aiming to develop a BOD biosensor started by the investigation of the 

effect of organic substrates (acetate & peptone) concentration on the cell voltage in H-type 

MFCs suitable for the kinetic study of exoelectogenic biodegradation. During the 

investigations, is was observed that the voltage measured on the external circuit of the fuel cells 

is depending on the dissolved organic carbon (DOC) content of the nutrient solution, and this 

dependence can be described by Monod-like kinetics. It was found that the maximum 

bioelectricity producing capacity of the exoelectrogenic biofilm was already achievable at very 

low substrate concentrations (20–25 mg DOC L-1), so the biodegradation of carbon sources by 

electroactive microbes is efficient even at very low organic concentrations. 

As the next step of the research process, the substrate concentration - current function of three 

air-cathode microbial fuel cells operated in parallel was determined. The aim was to investigate 

the possibility of using these cells as continuous biosensors. Based on the results of the 

continuous measurement method, the dependence of the current of the three experimental cells 

can be described by Monod kinetics for acetate and peptone carbon sources. The substrate half-

saturation constants were lower than 10 mg COD L-1, so the upper limit of the measurement 

method was considered to be 50 - 70 mg COD L-1, because at higher concentrations the current 

becomes practically independent of the substrate concentration (Fig. 3). Quantitative analysis 

was therefore only possible in a very narrow concentration range. Based on these findings, the 

tested cells are suitable for monitoring liquid flows with low organic substrate content, such as 

natural water bodies or sewage effluents. 

 



 

Figure 3.: Average current values of the 3 air-cathode MFCs with different concentrations of acetate and peptone substrates 

Due to the narrow measurement range experienced during the continuous method and the 

complex organic content of wastewaters in the form of slowly biodegradable suspended solids, 

an alternative measurement method was developed and investigated: the BOD value of real 

wastewater samples were determined with sufficient accuracy applying a batch-type 

measurement method. 

Air-cathode microbial fuel cells were first tested using model substrates of different complexity 

and solubility (acetate, peptone, corn starch and milk). For each substrate, linear relationship 

between the total charge flowing through the external circuit of the cells and the BOD5 value 

of the samples was observed. Thus, it was concluded that the applied batch-type measurement 

method, opposing to the continuous measurement, is suitable not only for the quantification of 

dissolved readily biodegradable substrates, but also for the measurement of more complex 

slowly biodegradable organic components. 

During the experiments with real wastewaters from different sources, similarly to previous 

resulst with artificial substrates, a linear relationship between the charge (Q) and the BOD5 

value of the samples (Fig. 4) was observed. Using the obtained calibration lines, the biochemical 

oxygen demand of municipal wastewater samples was determined with the MFC biosensor, and 

the relative deviation of the BODMFC values compared to the BOI5 values was less than 10%. 
To conclude, the developed MFC biosensor with the elaborated measurement method was 

suitable for the determination of the BOD value of real wastewaters, so after further 

development, this technology may become a potential alternative to the currently used 

respirometric method. 
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Figure 4.: Calibration lines obtained with real wastewater samples from different sources  
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Theses 

I. The investigated mesoporous nitrogen-doped carbon aerogel proved to be an effective 

cathode catalyst in H-type microbial fuel cells.         (1.) 

- Compared to the plain carbon fiber without catalyst layer, the maximum power density 

values of the nitrogen-doped carbon-aerogel coated cathodes were by 170% higher on 

average. 

- The nitrogen-doped carbon-aerogel catalyst reduced the internal resistance of the MFC 

similarly as the platinum based catalyst. 

- By using the aerogel, the coulombic efficiency of MFCs was increased by approximately 

50%, while the substrate utilization rate was increased by 58% compared to the values 

obtained with the plain carbon cloth. 

 

II. Modules made of air-cathode microbial fuel cells with a net volume of 14 liters were 

suitable for reducing the biodegradable organic content of high-stregth dairy wastewater. 

               (2.) 

- For COD concentrations of 500 mg L-1, the effluent COD values were below the 110 

mg L-1 discharge limit for dairy effluents. 

- Substrate removal efficiencies of 74.6 ± 7.3% and 67.6 ± 8.9% were observed in the two 

experimental systems with influents containing 900 - 1500 mg COD L-1 organic matter, 

while the average organic removal efficiency of the two modules was 67.9 ± 12.6% with 

influents with higher (1500 - 3830 mg COD L-1) organic content. 

- Both modules were able to comply with the discharge limit for public sewer system  

(1000 mg COD L-1) when the COD value of the influent was below 3000 mg COD L-1. 

- Based on the results, the upper limit of the organics removal capacity of the tested 

systems is 0.82 ± 0.11 kg COD m-3 day-1. 

 

III. The biodegradation of sodium acetate and peptone substrates by exoelectrogenic 

microbes is efficient even at low concentrations, so the maximum bioelectricity generation 

capacity of the exoelectrogenic biofilm can be exploited even at very low (20–25 mg DOC 

L-1) substrate concentrations.         (3-4.) 

- The substrate concentration dependence of the voltage measured on the external circuit 

of H-type microbial fuel cells designed for the kinetic study of exoelectrogenic 

biodegradation could be described by Monod-like kinetics. 

- The KS half-saturation constants were below 1 mg DOC L-1 in all cases. 

 

IV. Quantification of biodegradable organic matter in the investigated air-cathode fuel 

cells with continuous measurement method is only possible in a very narrow 

concentration range (~ 5 - 70 mg COD L-1) based on the substrate concentration 

dependence of the cells current.            (5.) 

- The substrate concentration dependence of the current in the air-cathode microbial fuel 

cells can be described by Monod-kinetics for acetate and peptone substrates. The KS half-

saturation constants were lower than 10 mg COD L-1 in all cases. 

- Using an external resistance of 100 Ω, the detection limit of the tested substrates was 5 

mg COD L-1. 

- Using 100 Ω external resistance, sensitivity of the measurement below 40 mg COD L-1 

organic matter was high (> 5 μA L mg-1 COD), between 40 and 70 mg COD L-1 the 



sensitivity decreased continuously, while above 70 mg COD L-1, the current became 

practically independent of the substrate concentration. 

 

V. The investigated air-cathode microbial fuel cells were suitable for the determination of 

the biochemical oxygen demand of complex samples containing dissolved readily 

biodegradable and slowly biodegradable organic substances with the developed batch 

measurement method.            (6.) 

- For each model substrates of different complexity and solubility (acetate, peptone, corn 

starch and milk) linear relationship was found between the charge flowing through the 

external circuit of the cells and the BOD5 of the samples, and the coefficients of 

determination of the calibration lines fitted to the measurement points were higher than 

0.97. 

- In the case of real domestic wastewater with different compositions and brewery 

effluents, linear relationship was found between the charge flowing through the external 

circuit of the cells and the BOD5 value of the samples. 

- The biochemical oxygen demand of domestic wastewater was determined using the 

calibration lines. The relative difference between BODMFC and BOD5 (determined by 

conventional respirometric measurement) values was less than 10%. 

 

Application 

Following further laboratory testing of the MFC-

based BOD biosensor, a prototype of a software-

controlled semi-automatic measuring unit with 3 

independently operating microbial fuel cells was 

developed. The device is suitable for the 

simultaneous measurement of 3 samples. The 

electrolyte required for maintenance and the 

wastewater samples are dosed with built-in 

peristaltic pumps according to the program. The 

electrical parameters of the MFCs are registered 

and evaluated by a Raspberry PI computer, and the 

data is displayed on a touch screen that is also used 

to control the equipment. The unit is currently 

located at the laboratory of the Central Wastewater 

Treatment Plant of Budapest and operated by our 

cooperating partner, Fővárosi Vízművek Zrt.  
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